AG&P achieves world-leading 60-million safe work-hour record

October 18, 2019 – Atlantic Gulf & Pacific Company (AG&P), a leading global gas and LNG logistics company, has achieved 60 million consecutive safe work-hours without Lost-Time Incident (LTI).

Among the important LNG and construction projects that contributed to the continuous safe work-hours are DMSE’s Mafumeira Sul Platform Project in West Africa operated by Chevron; the Tesoro Anacortes Refinery Clean Products Upgrade Project in Washington State, USA; the E-houses built for the Ichthys LNG Project in Australia; and the Masinloc Coal-fired Power Plant in the Philippines.

“Employee Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) is our core business value. Our mantra is ‘Safety for Everyone, by Everyone’. For each of us, the safety and well-being of our team members are a collective and personal duty. This remarkable milestone has been achieved because of this shared obligation that helps protect our people and ensures they return home safe to their families,” said Noel Nocon, AG&P’s Vice President for HSE.

In acknowledgement of achieving the 60 million safety benchmark, AG&P held a special event to pay tribute to all employees and recognize those who showed an outstanding example in promoting safety:

- ‘Safety Leadership Award’ for the project team whose leadership and courage protected the lives of site workers: PASAR Project Team led by Project Manager Mario Maulion.
- ‘Good Job Award’ for employees personally commended by their clients for consistently working efficiently and safely: Mr. Gerry Panaligan, Mr. Baltazar Maturan, Mr. Marlito Chavez, Mr. Augusto Hernandez, Ms. Sandra Bianca Chavez, Ms. Angelika Garcia, and Ms. Pamela Guevarra.
- ‘Safest Worker Award’ for workers who displayed conscientious effort in practicing safety in the workplace: Ms. Michelle Castor, Ms. Lannier Dimaala, Mr. Ranilo Andal, Mr. Rolly Colot, Mr. Willamor S. Mago, and Mr. Flaviano Ebora.

AG&P is dedicated to the health and safety of its personnel. For 11 years, barring only one minor incident, AG&P has achieved 93 million cumulative safe work-hours. AG&P also holds ISO 45001:2018 for Occupational Health & Safety Management Systems. AG&P was also a 2019 Gawad Kaligtasan at Kalusugan (GKK) Regional Award recipient for the Industry Category and a 2018 OHS Safety Excellence Award recipient of the Workplace Advocates on Safety in the Philippines.

###
Group CEO Joseph Sigelman said the new safety record adds an important narrative to AG&P’s story and reflects the high value the company places on its people.

During the ceremony marking the 60 million continuous safe work-hours, AG&P recognized outstanding employees who contributed to creating a safe workplace.

More than a thousand workers and senior executives from AG&P gathered in Batangas to celebrate the 60-million continuous safe work-hour achievement.

Group CEO Joe Sigelman joins employees to mark the safety milestone at a celebratory event in Batangas.
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